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Abstract. An EPR srudy of a new S S e  defect in NaCl is presented. The paramagnetic centre 
is formed afler appropriate doping and exposure to x-rays at mom temperature. By enriching 
the SSC centre with either 33S or "Se it is shown that the defect involves one S and one Se 
nucleus. Theoretical expressions for the g and hyperline tenson are derived and compared to 
lhe experimental results. 

1. Introduction 

Chalcogen impurity ions have been studied by means of EPR in a number of alkali-halide 
matrices. Since 1959 many different homogeneous chalcogen defects have been observed 
and it has been shown that several types of monatomic X- (X = 0, S, Se) [I-171, diatomic 
X ;  [lo, 14,16, 18-27], triatomic X; [17,28-301 and tetra-atomic X; [28] defect exist. 

So far the SSe- ion is the only mixed chalcogen centre that has been investigated, 
cursorily by Vannotti and Morton [23]. The discovery that it is possible to introduce the 
S; [lo] and the even larger Se; centres into NaCl [16] prompted us to attempt to form the 
mixed SSe- centre in NaCl in an analogous way. This paper deals with the SSe- centre 
investigated by means of EPR and presents a theoretical analysis of the g and hyperfine 
tensors. 

2. Experimental details 

Single crystals were grown by the Bridgman method [16]. The growth capsule contained 
NaCl powder (p.a. UCB) and about 0.1 wt% of S ,  Se and pure Na metal. The NaCl powder 
was dried in vacuum for one week at 250 "C. The Na metal, the S and the Se were added 
to the NaCl powder under an Ar atmosphere in a plastic bag (Aldrich Chemie) fitted with 
gloves. S enriched to 17% was used in order to study the j3S (I = 3 )  (Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory) hypertine interaction and Se enriched to 87% in order to study the "Se (I = 4) 
(AEA Technology) hyperfine interaction. Unenriched crystals, crystals enriched in j 3S  and 
crystals enriched in 77Se were grown. Samples thus grown were routinely quenched from 
600 "C to room temperature (RT). The crystals were then X-irradiated at RT for typically 
30 min with a W-anticathode Philips x-ray tube, operated at 60 kV and 40 mW. 

All EPR spectra were recorded with a Bruker ESP300 X band spectrometer, equipped 
with an Oxford Instruments ESRlO flow cryostat, and normalized to 9.47 GHz. The 
magnetic field was modulated at 100 kHz with a peak-to-peak amplitude of T. The 
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samples could be rotated about a vertical axis perpendicular to the magnetic field B. Crystals 
cleaved to rotate around a (001) direction were prepared and an angular dependence was 
determined. The best detection conditions were relatively high temperature (30 K) and high 
microwave power (200 mW). 

3. EPR reSUltS 

Resonances originating from S;, Se; and the new SSe- defect were all visible at 30 K 
and 200 mW. Exact alignment of the crystal, so that B was parallel to (100) or (IIO), was 
carried out by observing the coincidence of certain lines in the S; and Se; spectra. The 
angular variation of the S7’Se- lines is shown in figure 1. Some lines are not indicated 
because of the overlap with the EPR resonances of the S; and Se; defects. 

(“1 
Figure 1. ‘The angular variation of the S ” S C  defect (0’ corresponds to B 11 (100). 4S0 
corresponds to B II (110)). 

In table 1 the g and hyperfine tensors are listed for this new SSe- centre. No indications 
were found for non-coinciding hyperfine- and g-tensor principal axes. 

Table 1. The g and A tenson for the SSe- centre in NaCl (hypefine principal values in 
megahertz). 

(110) (001) (iio) 
~ 

= 1.9421 Sr = 1.8818 zr =2.6393 
A: <<AS A; = 80 A: = 60 
A Y  = 69 (?) A? = 432 AY = 200 
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The 33S hyperfine tensor could only be determined incompletely and only estimates 
were obtained for this hyperfine tensor due to the rather low 33S enrichment available. The 
77Se hyperfine tensor could be evaluated fairly well although the obtained A, value is not 
very accurate. 

From the line-intensity ratios it can be shown that the spectra are due to a centre 
containing only one S and one Se atom. There is consequently little doubt that the centre 
under investigation is the SSe- centre. This will be further substantiated by the g- and 
hyperfine-tensor analysis. 

4. Theoretical formulas for the g tensor 

In this and the next sections we develop a theory to acquire a quantitative understanding 
of the g and hyperfine tensors. The formulas were derived in an analogous way to the 
formulas for the g and hyperfine tensors of the homogeneous diatomic 0; centre by Zeller 
and Kanzig [ 191. 

The SSe- molecule has 51 electrons. For the calculations, we consider the following 
part of the molecular configuration for the free SSe- ion (figure 2): 

. . 
with a 21’1 ground state. In contradistinction to the homonuclear chalcogen molecules, the 
U and g classification does not apply since there is no inversion symmetry. The indices 1 
and 2 distinguish between the orbitals. The U levels are twofold and the n levels fourfold 
degenerate when spin is considered for the free SSe- molecule. For the free molecular ion 
the symmetry is Cwv. 

+ az P ~ S - P ~  Pzse 

C W  c2v 
Figure 2. The energy-level scheme of the free SSe- ion. 

When the molecule is placed in an orthorhombic crystal field, then the symmetry group 
of SSe- and its surroundings is lowered from C,, to CzV and the degeneracy of the n 
orbitals is lifted. 
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4.1. The ground state of the SSe- centre 

In this section we determine the theoretical formulas for the g tensor of the SSe- centre in 
an orthorhombic crystal field. The centre exhibits Cl, symmetry in such a field. 

Figure 3. A pidorial representation ofthe p I .  p ,  and pz lobes ofthe SSe- ion and the definition 
of the X. Y and 2 axes. 

Using group theory and considering figure 3, we find for the MO-LCAOs 

IQ:)  = aap,s  + & L p z ~ E  
Ib;) = crkp,s - &pxs. 

Ib;) = 0 1 z ~ p ~ s  - ,9zypyse 
Ibl) = %P,S + B I ~ P ~ s ~  
I ~ z )  = ~I,P,S + Blypyse 
1.1) = wip:s - BlrpZse 

anti-binding 
anti-binding 

anti-binding 

binding 

binding 
binding. 

The 01 and ,El are connected by the following orthonormality relations, neglecting the overlap 
between the AOS (3ps and 4ps.) of different nuclei: 

ff:,+B:, = 1 CY&+& = 1 O1l,O1zr-~lx~zr = 0 (cycl. y .  z). 
It follows that we can put without loss of generality 

Bzr = a11 = cu, B I X  = crz, = Bz (CYCI. Y, z). 
Using these results we find 

la;) = &pzs + cu,p,~ 

Ibr) = BXp,s - cu,p,s, 
Ibl) = &pYs - 0 1 ~ ~ ~ s ~  
I ~ I )  = %P,S -b BxpXse 

Ibz) = aYpys + Bypyse 

1.1) = CU,P,S - Brpzse 

anti-binding 

anti-binding 
anti-binding 

binding 
binding 

binding. 
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Using these molecular orbitals we can describe the ground state of the SSe- cenhe by 
defining the four following Slater determinants (the + and - signs indicated are associated 
with Ms = +i and MS = -i> 2 ‘  

IO+) = l~lciiblb;b2b;b;b;’b;) IO-) l ~ i i 1 b i b ; b 2 b ; b ~ b ~ b ~ )  * -* -* 

jl+) =~lul&blb;b&b;@;) 11-) = lal&blb;bzb&b;”b). 
In an orthorhombic crystal field the fourfold degeneration of the free-ion zn state is removed. 
The paramagnetic electron is then located either in a Ib;) or Ib;) orbital, yielding a ’BI or 
’Bz ground state respectively. From now on we will assume that the paramagnetic electron 
is localized in lb:); the other case will be summarized at the end of the calculations. The 
energy splitting between IO) and 11) is determined by thecrystal-field Hamiltonian H,, which 
transforms according to A1 and hence only has diagonal matrix elements. We define 

(OlHclo) = zvo, +2vb, +2vb, +2vb; + vb; = VI 

( l lH, /1)=2v~,+2v6,+21r6 ,+Vb;+2Vb;=Vz 

vb; < vb; v2 > VI 
where V,,, vb , ,  vb,, vb; and vb; are one-electron crystal-field energies (figure 4). 

1 { val=ca,~~cla,> 

Figure 4. The energy-level scheme of SSe- in NaCl in the case of B ’B2 ground stale. 

So far, we have not used the spin-orbit interaction Hso. An exact relativistic theory of 
polyelechonic systems is not known. In the Pauli approximation the relativistic correction 
HSO is 

9 

Hso = Cshs . st + CS& . Si. 
i=l 
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<X (X = S, Se) is the spin-orbit coupling constant for a valence electron of the X-'/' ion: 
we use this average because the SSe- ion is built up primarily from S and Se- or S -  and 
Se valence electrons, so it is a reasonable approximation to construct the SSe- ion from 
S-'I2 and (see e.g. [31]). Zix is the orbital-angular-momentum operator of electron 
i referred to nucleus X. We used a one-electron description and hence each 5 is positive. 
The summation goes over the nine electrons of the paramagnetic system. The <X and is = 
161 cm-' I321 and <se = 918 cm-' 1331: these represent the average of the ( values of the 
X- ion and X" atom (<x = i(<p + (x-)). 

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the molecular centre are determined in a first- 
order approximation by the matrix H = H, + Hso, calculated between the four Slater 
determinants mentioned before. We now label the following parameter: 

).#,a, = <s@xB, + r s e [ r , a y .  

The 4 x 4 representation matrix of H = H, + Hso is then 

I IO+) II+) IO-) 11-) 

WI = (VI + Vz)/2 + fJ(V1 - Vz)'+ A;,py = Vz + $hg,jy tan4 

wZ = (vl + vz)/2 - 4 ,I-= VI - fhpXp, tan$ 

and the corresponding eigenfunctions 

WI : IX+) =cosd[ l+)  -isin+lO+) 

WZ : IC+) = cos$lO+) + isin@ll+) 

in which we used 

I f f - )  =cos4Il-)+isin@lO-) 

IG-) = C O S ~ ~ O - )  - isindll-) 

tan24 = "apy/A 

A = Vz - VI = Vb; - Vb; > 0. 

The energy-level scheme of the SSe- centre is given in figure 4. 

state IG): 
The g tensor is the expectation value of the Zeeman Hamiltonian within the ground 

~ B B . ~ . S = ~ B B . ( G I ~ Z ~ S + Z ~ S ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ G ) .  
i = l  

Following Zeller and Gnzig [19] we introduce (in the next formula lz is an adjustable 
parameter and not the operator l L )  

9 

(01 Cli,S + li,sell) = i(fixfirlrs +a;a,l,S,} = i&. 
i=l 
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For the free molecular ion lrs and &S. are equal to one. The deviation of 1,s and 1:se from 
one is a measure of the orthorhombic distortion of the eigenfunction of the centre. 

Thii leads to the following expressions for the principal values of the g tensor: 

g, = g, cos 24 gy = g, cos 24 g, ~= g, + 21, sin 24. 

From these formulas, we see that the largest g value is found along the bounding axis of 
the SSe- ion. Using first-order theory one sees that g, and g, are equal and both less than 
the free-electron value.  the latter agrees with experiment; the former dces not. 

4.2. Mixing of higher energy levels 

Until now, we have only used 10) and ] I )  in the calculations of the g tensor. However 
other energy levels can be mixed  with^ the ground state due to the Hso Hamiltonian. The 
effect of this mixing seems to be large enough to explain the slight difference between g, 
and g,. The mixing of other levels is given by 

The ground state becomes, after mixing with other states, using first-order perturbation 
theory 
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Now the g tensor is 

gX = gecosW + lapz( (hg,a,/E~)(cos2$ + 1) - (hg.,/Es) sin241 

gs =gecos29+1~,,((b~"~~/lEs)sin29+ (~gsaz/E~)(cos2$- I ) ]  - f g , g ~ ( h ~ ~ g ~ / E ~ ) s i n 2 4  

gz = ge +%sin24 - IB,.,(A~,.,/E~)(cosz$ - 1) + z ~ , ~ ~ ( A , B , / E ~ ) ( c o s z ~  + 1). 

These expressions predict g, > g, for small $. Since these calculations were made with the 
assumption that the unpaired electron was placed in [b;) = ,LtYpys -aspysc we conclude that 
the smallest g value is found along the y axis, which is the direction of the paramagnetic 
p lobe, and that the ground state is *Bz. 

When we assume that the unpaired electron is placed in lby), then we find the following 
results: 

& = g,cos~+Ig,,[(hg,,/Es)sin24+ ( h g F Z / E ~ ) ( ~ ~ s 2 4 -  1)) -l~~a,(hg,g~/Es)sinZd, 

g, = ge COS 24 + h, { ( 1 , ~ ~  /Es)(cos 24 + 1) - (hgFJEs) sin241 

g, = ge +Uz sin24 +fg~.~(Xg,,"/E3)(cos24 + 1) - lU,g~(L~~,/E~)(cos2g,  - 1). 

- 18& (AJ."A /E2) (cos 24 + 1) 

- ~ P , P Z ( ~ P . ~ J E * ) ( C 0 S W  + 1) 

These expressions predict g, c g, for small $. These calculation were made with the 
assumption that the unpaired electron was placed in Ib;) = ,LtZp,s - aZp,se, the smallest g 
value is found along the x axis, the direction of the paramagnetic p lobe, and the ground 
state is 2 B ~ .  

When we make the limiting case going from a heterogeneous to a homogeneous diatomic 
molecule for the case of g, > g, then we have to replace the a and ,4 by l/& and 
CS = 5s. = h in our formulas. Doing so we find the following results: 

g, = g,c0~2~+(h/E)(cos2$+1-sin2$~ gs = gecos2@+(A/E)(cos2$-l+sin2@) 
gz = g, + 21, sin 36. 

Comparing, one sees that these formulas are identical with those found by Zeller and K;inzig 
[191 for homonuclear diatomic chalcogen centres. 

5. Theoretical formulas for the A tensor 

The nuclear hyperfine structure can be expressed in terms of the following Hamiltonian: 

The first term describes the Fermi contact interaction. The second term represents the 
contribution to the hyperfine interaction resulting from the orbital motion of the electron. 
The last two terms in this expression correspond to the dipolar interaction between the 
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electronic and nuclear spins. The first summation is over all the electrons the second is 
over the two nuclei. 

After tedious but straightforward calculations, using the ground state IC), we find the 
following. 

(i) g, > g,, for the 33S hyperfine tensor: 

The B have to be replaced by the CY in the above formula to obtain the "Se hyperfine 
tensor. The appropriate values of the parameters 2PBPNgN(P0/4R)((sn/3)I~(O) I@, 
2Pg/lNgN(P0/4a)(r-3),~ and ~ P B P N ~ N ( P ~ / ~ x ) ( ~ - ~ ) , ~  have to be used in these formulas 
to calculate the hyperfine interaction. 

(ii) g, < g,, for the 33S hyperfine tensor: 

Again, the fl  have to be replaced by CY in the above formulas to obtain the 77Se hyperfine 
tensor. 



6. Theoretical analysis 

Considering table 1, we find the smallest g value along (OOl), which is the direction of the 
paramagnetic p lobe. Due to the symmetry in x and y of the formulas for the g tensor we 
can a priori choose which set of formulas to use. Choosing always g, along (001) we find 
a 2Bz ground state and apply the appropriate equations for g and hyperfine tensors. 

Examining the formulas of the hyperfine tensor we see that only three parameters 
(pX,  ,9, and 9) are necessary to explain the hyperfine values. The S; and Se; parameters 

are taken from Vannotti and Morton [22] for the 33S and from Maes et al [16] for the 77Se 
hyperfine tensor. These parameters are listed in table 2. 

We used the experimental A,  and A, values of the 33S and of the 77Se hyperfine tensors 
to fit the parameters. The results are 

2 @ B  WNBN (W0/4r) ((811/3) I (0) 121* ~ 2llBWNgN(WO/4r) (r-3 )s and 2WBpNgN (IL0/4R) ( r -3 )I 

= O.7355(aJ = 0.6775) ,9, = O.6797(ay = 0.7335) Ipzpr/A = 0.3829. 

From the 6, value one can deduce that the electron is more localized near the Se nucleus 
than near the S nucleus. This is in agreement with the fact that Se is more electronegative 
than S. 

These parameters were tested by calculating all the hyperfine values for the 33S and 
77Se hyperfine tensor. The results are listed in table 3. Comparing the calculated values 
with the experimental hyperfine tensors, we find a fair agreement. 

In order to check whether the parameters ox, ,9, and Ip,pJA are also compatible with 
the observed g values, we calculated g,, g, and g,, using these parameters in the equations 
for g, > g,. A value of 1/& was used for a. For l ,  the values of lrs = 0.9351 and 
lise = 0.8745 were used [14, 161. The effective spin-orbit splittings of S and Se are t = 
161 cm-' and {S. = 918 cm-'. Using these values we find the following data: 

g, = 1.87 + 883/Ef - 29/E* g, = 1.87 t 163/E5 + 6/E6 

g, = 2.65 - 2/E3 + 64/E4. 
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For the g, and the 2, value the largest correction originates from the second term in the 
formula. An estimate for the energy E5 is the mean value of Es 2: 11 000 cm-' [14] and 
Ese 2: 10000 cm-] [161, yielding ES N IOSOO cm-'. This leads to a correction of 0.08 
for g, and 0.01 for 2,. The last term in these formulas can be neglected because of the 
relatively large values for the energies E2 and E6 (which are still of the order of a few 
1000 cm-', since A 1400 cm-I) and the small coefficient of this term. For the g, value 
the second term can be omitted for the same reason as we neglected the last term for g, 
and g,.. A small contribution can arise from the last term, this correction being probably of 
the order of 0.01. So we finally find the following estimates for the g tensor: 

g, = 1.95 g, = 1.88 g, = 2.66. 

Comparing these values with the experimental ones of table 1, we find a fair agreement. 

Table 3. Experimental and calculated "S and "Se hypefine parameters in meffahenz for SSe- 
in NaCI. 

.. 
33s "Se 

~~ 

experimental theoretical experimemal theoretical 

A, AX << A, 25 69 (?) 41 

A, 60 62 200 200 
A y  80 85 432 433 

7. Discussion and conclusion 

Comparing the S;,  S e ;  and SSe- defects in NaCl, there is little doubt that the same type 
of defect is involved. All centres are visible at high temperature, 30-60 K for S;, 20-SO K 
for Se; and 2&SO K for SSe-. The saturation behaviour of the three defects is analogous. 
All spectra were detectable at the same time in the crystals under investigation in this paper. 
Finally, having used the same doping procedure it could be expected that we could find a 
SSe- defect of the same type as the S ;  and Se; defects identified earlier in NaCl. 

Table 4. Spin-Hamiltonian parametws for S;, Se; and S S C  (the hyperfine p a r m t e n  we in 
megahertz). 

b-7 KY gz A, Ay As 

(110) (001) (iio) (110) (001) (iio) 
S; 2.0107 1,9860 2.2531 c A y  109 c A, 33S 
Se; 1.8862 1.7923 2.8356 < A ,  347 290 nSe 
SSe- 1.9421 1.8818 2.6393 < A ,  80 60 

69 (?) 432 200 "Se 

The largest g value is found along the (li0) direction and the smallest along the (001) 
direction as can be seen in table 4. From the theory derived above, we can conclude that 
the binding axis is along the ( l i0 )  direction and that the paramagnetic p lobe is along the 
(001) direction. The direction of the largest hyperfine splitting for 33S2, 77Se;, 33SSe- and 
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S77Se- is the direction ofthe py wave function. The arguments given above show that very 
likely an SSe- ion is responsible for the spectrum but  the problem of its location remains to 
be solved. No direct information is available since no hypefine structure could be resolved. 
Since there is no satisfactory model proposed yet (monovacancy or divacancy) for S; and 
Se; in NaCl, we cannot give a convincing model for the location of SSe- in the crystal. 
A tentative model is the SSe- ion in a monovacancy, i.e. replacing one C1- ion. ENDOR 
might supply interesting complementary information about the local environment. 
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